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How rests and cyclic sequences influence performance
in tone-scramble tasks

Joselyn Hoa) and Charles Chubb
Department of Cognitive Sciences, University of California at Irvine, Irvine, California 92697-5100, USA

ABSTRACT:
When classifying major versus minor tone-scrambles (random sequences of pure tones), most listeners (70%) per-

form at chance while the remaining listeners perform nearly perfectly. The current study investigated whether insert-

ing rests and cyclic sequences into the stimuli could heighten sensitivity in such tasks. In separate blocks, listeners

classified tone-scramble variants as major versus minor (“3” task) or fourth versus tritone (“4” task). In three “Fast”

variants, tones were played at 65 ms/tone as a continuous, random stream (“FR”), or with a rest after every fourth

tone (“FRwR”), or as a repeating sequence of four tones with a rest after every fourth tone (“FCwR”). In the “Slow”

variant, tones were played at 325 ms/tone in random order. In both the 3 and 4 tasks, performance was ordered from

best to worst as follows: FRwR > FR > FCwR > Slow. Post hoc analysis revealed that performance was suppressed

in the Slow and FCwR task-variants due to a powerful bias inclining listeners to respond “major” or “fourth”

(“minor” or “tritone”) if the 4-note sequence defining the stimulus ended on a high (low) note. Overall, the results

indicate that inserting regular rests into random tone sequences heightens sensitivity to musical mode.
VC 2020 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0001398

(Received 31 October 2019; revised 30 April 2020; accepted 26 May 2020; published online 12 June 2020)

[Editor: Tamara Smyth] Pages: 3859–3870

I. INTRODUCTION

The psychological reality of music’s emotional expressive-

ness is well-documented. In western culture, music in the major

diatonic scale tends to be associated with happy emotions,

while music in the minor scale is associated with sad emotions

(Crowder, 1984, 1985a,b; Gagnon and Peretz, 2003; Gerardi

and Gerken, 1995; Heinlein, 1928; Hevner, 1935; Kastner and

Crowder, 1990; Temperley and Tan, 2013). Although this dif-

ference in perceived emotional quality might imply that judging

the mode (major vs minor) of a melody comes naturally, sev-

eral studies suggest that many listeners, including musicians,

actually struggle with such tasks (Halpern, 1984; Halpern et al.,
1998; Leaver and Halpern, 2004).

Substantial evidence now shows that sensitivity to

major vs minor musical modes is bimodally distributed

across listeners. The first indication of this effect can be

seen in the results of Crowder (1985b) who tested listeners

in a task [replicating Blechner (1977)] in which they strove

to classify triadic chords as major vs minor. Each stimulus

was a 300-ms triad from the equal-tempered scale in either

root position (note-order from low to high: tonic, third, fifth)

or first inversion (note-order from low to high: third, fifth,

tonic). Across trials, the tonic varied randomly (between 6

notes). The fifth of the triad was 7 semitones above the

tonic, and the third of the triad was 1 to 9 logarithmic steps

between the minor and major third, relative to the tonic. The

task was to classify the triad according to whether the third

was closer to the minor vs the major third. Although

Crowder (1985b) only had 19 subjects, he observed that the

psychometric functions (that related the level of the third in

the triad to the probability that the subject responded

“major”) fell into two distinct groups. Either the psychomet-

ric function was very steep, suggesting that the listener was

very sensitive to the major–minor difference, or utterly flat,

suggesting that the listener had little or no sensitivity to the

major–minor difference. Only three listeners fell in the mid-

dle between these two extremes.

A bimodal distribution in performance has also been

observed in a task requiring listeners to classify major vs

minor “tone-scrambles” (Chubb et al., 2013; Dean and

Chubb, 2017; Mednicoff et al., 2018). In the basic major–-

minor task, each tone-scramble contains thirty-two, 65-ms

tones including 8 copies each of the notes G5, D6, G6 (to

establish G as the tonic of each stimulus), and a target note.

The target note in major tone-scrambles is B5 (the third

degree of the G major scale), and the target note in minor

tone-scrambles is B[5 (the third degree of the G minor

scale). On each trial, the listener hears a single tone-

scramble and attempts, with feedback, to classify it as major

or minor. Chubb et al. (2013) and subsequent studies (Dean

and Chubb, 2017; Mednicoff et al., 2018) have found that

70% of listeners perform near chance in this task while 30%

perform near perfectly.

Dean and Chubb (2017) tested listeners in a range of

tasks akin to the major–minor tone-scramble task but using

different pairs of target notes. For example, in the “4” task,

the target notes that differentiated the two stimulus types

were C6 (fourth scale degree of both the G major and G
minor scales) and D[6 (a tritone above G5, included ina)Electronic mail: joselyh@uci.edu
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neither the G major nor G minor scales). The results were

well-described by a bilinear model which proposes that sen-

sitivity of listener k to the difference between the two types

of tone-scramble stimuli used in task t (d0k;t) is determined

by the listener’s amount of scale-sensitivity (Rk) and the

strength with which scale-sensitivity facilitates performance

in task t (Ft). Specifically,

d0k;t ¼ RkFt: (1)

Dean and Chubb (2017) concluded that performance in

all of the tasks, t, used in their study was determined pre-

dominantly by a single processing resource, R. As in Chubb

et al. (2013), listeners’ performance took the form of a

bimodal distribution: 70% percent of listeners possessed lev-

els of R near zero which yielded a near-chance performance

in all tasks, while 30% of listeners possessed levels of R that

yielded a higher performance. R also facilitated different

tasks with different strengths. Since the target notes used in

most of the tasks were unrelated to the difference between

the major vs minor scales, Dean and Chubb (2017) con-

cluded that R confers general sensitivity to variations in

scale with a fixed tonic. They therefore called R “scale-

sensitivity,” proposing that listeners possess different levels

of this resource which determines their ability to discrimi-

nate tone-scramble types.

It has also been shown that performance in the basic

major–minor tone-scramble task does not improve if stimuli

are presented more slowly (Mednicoff et al., 2018).

Listeners in this study were tested in major-vs-minor tone-

scramble classification tasks in which the stimuli were

played at different rates. In the slowest condition (which we

refer to below as the Slow-3 task), each tone-scramble con-

tained four, 520-ms tones: G5, D6, G6, and a target note (B[5

or B5). Listeners who performed poorly in any condition

performed poorly across all conditions. Surprisingly, perfor-

mance was the worst in the slowest condition, and listeners’

responses were strongly affected by the order of the four

tones in each tone-scramble, regardless of whether the stim-

ulus was major or minor. Specifically, even though note-

order is irrelevant to the task, listeners were biased to

respond major if a tone-scramble ended on a high note. In

the slowest condition, the responses of more than half of all

listeners were influenced more strongly by this shared bias

than they were by whether the target note was B[5 vs B5.

Finally, musical training does not directly predict scale-

sensitivity. While trained musicians tend to have a higher

scale-sensitivity than non-musicians, Chubb et al. (2013),

Dean and Chubb (2017), and Mednicoff et al. (2018) also

observed many listeners with over 5 years of musical train-

ing with low scale-sensitivity, as well as many listeners with

little or no musical training with high scale-sensitivity. The

positive correlation between musicianship and scale-

sensitivity may result from a self-selection bias, such that

listeners with high scale-sensitivity are more likely to pursue

musical training vs listeners with low scale-sensitivity. It

should be noted, however, that only listeners with around 5

or more years of musical training reach the highest levels of

scale-sensitivity. This suggests that although musical train-

ing does not suffice for high scale-sensitivity, training may

be necessary to achieve the highest levels.

A. The current study

Does scale-sensitivity depend on temporal structure? If

so, then perhaps scale-defined properties (e.g., majorness vs

minorness) can be made more legible by introducing rhyth-

mic and/or sequential structure into tone-scramble stimuli. It

has long been recognized that chunking isolated pieces of

information together can improve processing (Miller, 1956).

Music typically comprises phrases, or subunits of a longer

melody, that can be defined through temporal structure. For

example, sequences of tones that occur within a rhythmic

pattern are better remembered than sequences that span

rhythmic patterns (Dowling, 1973). Further, sequences with

regularly-occurring rests are better remembered than

sequences that occur as a continuous stream, and the tones

between each rest tend to be recalled or forgotten as a unit

(Deutsch, 1982).

Therefore, introducing temporal structure into tone-

scramble stimuli may heighten the sensitivity of listeners to

the differences between the stimulus types. In the current

study, we focused on the effects of rests and cyclic sequen-

ces (i.e., repeating sets of 4 tones).

We also sought to more deeply explore the relationship

between scale-sensitivity and the note-order-specific

response biases that tend to subvert performance in the

Slow-3 task of Mednicoff et al. (2018). There was a strong,

shared tendency to classify the Slow-3 stimuli as major if

they ended on a high note (especially the high tonic). We

speculated that this effect was provoked by the suggestion

(made in the response prompt presented visually after each

trial) to classify stimuli as major if they sounded “happy”

and minor if they sounded “sad.” The prevalence of the end-

ing-on-a-high-note bias (across all listeners other than those

with very high scale-sensitivity) suggests that, perhaps for

some reason rooted in language-processing, the stimuli in

the Slow-3 task of Mednicoff et al. (2018) naturally sound

happier if they end on a high note vs a low note.

To test this possibility, we included four task conditions

that might provoke sequence-specific biases. In two of these

tasks, the stimuli differ in majorness vs minorness [as in the

study of Mednicoff et al. (2018)]. In the other two tasks, the

stimuli differ in a quality that might be described as harmo-

niousness vs dissonance. The target notes in the major–mi-

nor tasks are the third scale degrees of the major and minor

scales. The target notes in the other task are the fourth scale

degree (which is in both the major and minor scales) and the

tritone (which is in neither).

II. METHODS

All methods were approved by the UCI Institutional

Review Board.
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A. Participants

Ninety-eight listeners participated in this study and

were all undergraduate students at the University of

California, Irvine, with self-reported normal hearing. Sixty-

nine listeners reported having at least 1 year of formal musi-

cal training. The mean number of years of musical training

across all 98 listeners was 4.5 (standard deviation: 4.9). All

listeners received course credit for participating in the study.

B. Stimuli

The experiment used eight stimulus variants with two

types each (determined by which target note it contained),

for a total of 16 stimulus types (Table I). Stimuli were tone-

scrambles, which are sequences of pure tones comprising

equal numbers of a target note T plus three other notes from

the standard equal-tempered chromatic scale: G5

(783.99 Hz), D6 (1174.66 Hz), and G6 (1567.98 Hz). In the

“3-task” variants, the target note T was B[5 (932.33 Hz) for

“low-target” (Minor) stimuli or B5 (987.77 Hz) for “high-

target” (Major) stimuli. In the “4-task” variants, T was C6

(1046.50 Hz) for low-target (Fourth) or D[6 (1108.73 Hz)

for high-target (Tritone) stimuli. Thus, in all tasks, the high

target note was a semitone higher in pitch than the low

target note.

Stimuli in the six “Fast” task variants contained twenty,

65-ms tones. Tones in the FR-3 and FR-4 (“Fast Random”)

tasks were presented in a continuous stream. Tones in the

FRwR-3 and FRwR-4 (“Fast Random with Rests”) tasks

were presented as five bursts of four tones. Each burst con-

tained a random sequence of the notes G5, D6, G6, and T,

and bursts were separated by 130-ms rests. Tones in the

FCwR-3 and FCwR-4 (“Fast Cyclic with Rests”) tasks were

presented in five repeating bursts of the same sequence of

four tones (one each of G5, D6, G6, and T), and bursts were

separated by 130-ms rests.

The stimuli in the Slow-3 and Slow-4 tasks comprised

one each of the notes G5, D6, G6, and T, played in random

order at 325 ms per tone.

In all tasks, each individual tone per stimulus was win-

dowed by a raised cosine function with a 22.5-ms rise time.

C. Procedure

At the start of the experiment, listeners completed a

brief survey to report (among other information) their num-

ber of years of musical training.

Listeners were then tested in each of the FR-3, FRwR-

3, FCwR-3, Slow-3, FR-4, FRwR-4, FCwR-4, and Slow-4

tasks. Task order was randomly generated for each listener.

At the start of each task, the listener heard eight exam-

ple stimuli labeled as either “type 1” or “type 2.” In 3-task

variants, type 1 corresponded to high-target (major) stimuli;

type 2 corresponded to low-target (minor) stimuli. In 4-task

variants, type 1 corresponded to low-target (fourth) stimuli;

type 2 corresponded to high-target (tritone) stimuli. These

distinctions were not explicitly told to the listener. Then, on

each trial, the listener heard a single stimulus and strove to

judge which type was presented by entering “1” or “2” for

their response. Correctness feedback was printed to the

screen after each trial, and proportion correct was given at

the end of each block.

Each task consisted of two blocks of 48 trials. Stimulus

type (high- vs low-target) was determined randomly on each

trial. To shorten the experiment duration, the number of tri-

als in the first block of the FR-3, FR-4, FRwR-3, and

FRwR-4 tasks was reduced to 24 for the last 70 listeners.

For the basic analysis (Sec. III), we computed listeners’ d0

values from the second block of trials and treated the first

block of trials as practice, as has been done in previous

tone-scramble studies (Chubb et al., 2013; Dean and Chubb,

2017; Mednicoff et al., 2018). In analyzing the sequence-

specific biases that occur in the FCwR-3, FCwR-4, Slow-3,

and Slow-4 tasks (Sec. V), we used both blocks of 48 trials

to increase statistical power.

The experiment took place in a quiet lab on a Windows

Dell computer with a standard Realtek audio/sound card

using MATLAB. Stimuli were presented at the rate of 50 000

samples/s, and listeners wore JBL Elite 300 noise-canceling

headphones with the volume adjusted to their comfort level.

III. RESULTS

Listeners’ d0 values, our basic dependent measure, were

computed using the last 48 trials of each task. The first block

of 24 or 48 trials per task was treated as practice. If a listener

was tested on n high-target (low-target) stimuli over the

course of the last 48 trials and responded correctly on all of

them, then the probability of a correct response was adjusted

to n� 0:5=n [as suggested by Macmillan and Kaplan

(1985)]. This implies that d0 values around 4.1 correspond to

near-perfect performance on all 48 trials of a task.

Comparisons of the d0 values achieved by listeners in

different tasks suggest that tasks differed in difficulty. Table

II lists the results of paired samples t-tests of the null

hypothesis that the mean value of d0 is equal for two tasks.

Some of the main trends revealed by this table are: (1) per-

formance in each of the FRwR-3, FR-3, FCwR-3, Slow-3

tasks is significantly better than performance in the corre-

sponding 4-task, and (2) for each of n¼ 3, 4, performance in

the Slow-n task is significantly worse than in the FRwR-n,

FR-n, and FCwR-n tasks.

Performance showed a significant tendency to improve

across tasks. Specifically, we computed the linear trend Lk

TABLE I. The temporal and sequential properties of the stimuli used in the

8 tasks. The number in the task name (i.e., 3 or 4) indicates that task’s set of

target notes (B[5/B5 and C6/D[6, respectively).

Tasks Number of tones Tone duration Rests Order

FR-3, FR-4 20 65 ms no random

FRwR-3, FRwR-4 20 65 ms yes random

FCwR-3, FCwR-4 20 65 ms yes cyclic

Slow-3, Slow-4 4 325 ms no random
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in the vector of eight d0 values achieved by each listener k
across the eight tasks in the order in which the listener was

tested. The mean value of the Lk’s was 0.18. A 1-tailed t-test

of the null hypothesis that the true mean was 0 yielded

t97 ¼ 2:30, p¼ 0.012.

A. Bilinear model results

Using the bilinear model [Eq. (1)], we estimated Ft and

Rk values. Following the analysis procedure of Mednicoff

et al. (2018), we set the constraint that

X
tasks t

Ft ¼ 8 ðwhere 8 is the number of tasksÞ: (2)

This constraint has convenient properties. First, if all tasks

are equally facilitated by R, then Ft will be 1 for all tasks.

Second, Eq. (2) makes Rk the average value of d0 achieved

by listener k across all 8 task-variants.

The estimated values of Ft for all tasks t are displayed

in Fig. 1. As suggested by the d0 results, and consistent with

the results of Dean and Chubb (2017), Ft is higher for each

3-task variant t (t ¼ FRwR-3, FR-3, FCwR-3, and Slow-3)

than it is for the corresponding 4-task variant.

For n¼ 3, 4, FFRwR�n > FFR�n � FFCwR�n > FSlow�n.

In particular, FSlow�n is much lower than Ft for each of the

Fast conditions (t ¼ FRwR-n, FR-n, FCwR-n). This is con-

sistent with the finding of Mednicoff et al. (2018) that listen-

ers perform worse when tone-scrambles are played more

slowly.

The left panel of Fig. 2 displays the histogram of Rk

estimated for the 98 listeners k. Similar to the histogram of

R values observed by both Dean and Chubb (2017) and

Mednicoff et al. (2018), this histogram is positively-skewed

with most listeners possessing R values near 0. This histo-

gram does not appear bimodal. However, as seen in the right

panel of Fig. 2, the histogram of proportion correct that

these listeners would be predicted to achieve in the FR-3

task (assuming they used optimal criteria) yields the

bimodal distribution of performance that is typically

observed for this task-variant (Chubb et al., 2013; Dean and

Chubb, 2017; Mednicoff et al., 2018).

The results are well-described by the bilinear model.

Figure 3 plots the estimates of d0k;t for each listener k in each

task t against the values predicted by the bilinear model, and

a strong relationship is observed. The bilinear model

accounts for 73.8% of the variance in the values of d0k;t for

the 98 listeners across the eight tasks.

B. Relationship with music training

Figure 4 plots each listener’s R against his-or-her self-

reported years of musical training, showing a significant cor-

relation of 0.364 (p < 0.01). In the group of 37 listeners

with at least 5 years of musical training, 21 listeners had R
values below 1. Three of the listeners in this group of 21 had

at least 15 years of musical training.

The highest R value attained by the 35 listeners with

fewer than 2 years of musical training was 2.2. Among the

six listeners who attained R values above 3, four listeners

had at least 5 years of musical training. Therefore, listeners

with high values of R tend to have more years of musical

training, which follows the pattern observed by Dean and

Chubb (2017) and Mednicoff et al. (2018).

IV. DISCUSSION

The current study explored the degree to which scale-

sensitivity (Dean and Chubb, 2017) is modulated by basic

variations in temporal structure, which were implemented

through periodic rests and cyclic note sequences.

Similar to the results of Dean and Chubb (2017) and

Mednicoff et al. (2018), performance was well-described by

the bilinear model [Eq. (1)] across all listeners k in all tasks

t, implying that performance on the tasks in this study is pri-

marily determined by a single processing resource. The cur-

rent study is linked to Mednicoff et al. (2018) and Dean and

Chubb (2017) in the shared use of the FR-3 task. This com-

monality suggests that a single processing resource [called

TABLE II. Results from paired samples t-tests of d0 achieved by all listen-

ers in each pair of tasks. The values shown are t-statistics for 2-tailed tests

of the null hypothesis that the mean value of d0 is equal for the two tasks.

All t-statistics have 97 degrees of freedom. * p < 0:05=28 ¼ 0:0018

(Bonferroni correction).

Task FR-3 FRwR-3 FCwR-3 Slow-3 FR-4 FRwR-4 FCwR-4 Slow-4

FR-3 — 1.14 �0.34 5.52* 4.59* 1.40 4.20* 5.24*

FRwR-3 — 0.74 5.71* 5.76* 2.70 5.53* 6.27*

FCwR-3 — 6.41* 5.76* 2.08 6.04* 6.41*

Slow-3 — 0.23 3.35* 0.15 1.79

FR-4 — 4.56* 0.05 1.72

FRwR-4 — 4.14* 4.47*

FCwR-4 — 1.72

Slow-4 —

FIG. 1. Estimated values of Ft for the eight tasks. Error bars are 95%

Bayesian credible intervals.
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scale-sensitivity by Dean and Chubb (2017)] underlies per-

formance in all three studies.

We also note that for each of n¼ 3, 4, FFRwR�n

> FFR�n. The current study does not clearly determine the

basis of this effect because the stimuli in the FRwR-n task

differ from those in the FR-n task in two ways. First, the

FRwR-n task stimuli contained a rest between each burst of

four notes. Second, each burst contained one each of the

notes G5, D6, G6, and T. Either or both of these features

may have contributed to the heightened performance in the

FRwR-n task, compared to in the FR-n task.

For each of n¼ 3, 4, FFRwR�n > FFCwR�n. In the FCwR-

n task, the five bursts in each stimulus repeat the same

randomly-ordered sequence of the four notes G5, D6, G6,

and T. By contrast, in the FRwR-n task, each of the five

bursts in each stimulus contains a random sequence of the

four notes. In Sec. V, we present evidence suggesting that

the heightened difficulty of the FCwR-n task vs the FRwR-

n task stems from systematic response biases associated

with individual sequences of the four notes G5, D6, G6, and

T. These biases operate more strongly to subvert perfor-

mance in the FCwR-n task than they do in the FRwR-n
task.

V. NOTE-ORDER EFFECTS

In this section, we focus exclusively on the FCwR-3,

FCwR-4, Slow-3, and Slow-4 tasks because a given stimulus

in any of these tasks is completely determined by a single

sequence of four notes. (This is not true in any of the other

tasks.) In this section, we investigate whether specific permu-

tations of these notes influence listeners’ responses. Following

Mednicoff et al. (2018), we first use a “Descriptive” model to

capture the detailed structure in the data. We then show that

FIG. 2. Left panel: Histogram of estimated R levels for the 98 listeners. This histogram is positively-skewed with most listeners possessing R values near 0.

Right panel: Histogram of predicted proportions correct in the FR-3 task corresponding to the R levels in the left panel. This histogram appears bimodal

although the histogram of R levels does not.

FIG. 3. Scatterplot of observed d0 values against estimated d0 values from

the bilinear model. Each point corresponds to a given listener k in a given

task t. Tasks are indicated by the symbols displayed in the legend. FIG. 4. The relationship between musical training and Rk.
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the results from the Descriptive model can be captured by a

much simpler “Note-function-biased” model.

A. Notation

We refer to the notes G5, B[5, B5, C6, D[6, D6, and G6

by their respective pitch height values (1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and

13), which represent the notes’ locations in the chromatic

scale starting at G5.

In each of the FCwR-3, Slow-3, FCwR-4, and Slow-4

tasks, a given stimulus corresponds to a particular 4-note

sequence. We refer to individual notes as “pips;” the symbol

S refers to the four-pip sequence that determines a stimulus

in a task. For t ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, S(t) is the note assigned to pip t.
Also in each task, all stimuli are constructed from a set

Notes ¼ f1; T�; Tþ; 8; 13g, where T� denotes the lower of

the two target notes and Tþ denotes the other (a semitone

higher in pitch). In the FCwR-3 and Slow-3 Tasks, T� ¼ 4

and Tþ ¼ 5, and in the FCwR-4 and Slow-4 Tasks, T� ¼ 6

and Tþ ¼ 7. The symbol T refers to the target note in a

stimulus. We call a stimulus with target note T� (Tþ) a low-

target (high-target) stimulus.

A permutation of the four symbols “1,” “8,” “13,” and

“T” produces a “note-order.” Substituting “T�” for T in a

given note order Q yields a symbol string corresponding to a

stimulus S�Q . Substituting Tþ for T yields a symbol string

corresponding to a stimulus SþQ .

B. Modeling framework

In the general modeling framework, a listener k com-

putes an internal statistic for each stimulus S and compares

it to a criterion gk which is fixed across all trials in a given

task. Let Mk;S be the expectation of this internal statistic.

Then both of the models we consider assume

Response of listener k to stimulus S

¼ ‘‘high-target’’ if Mk;S þ X > gk

‘‘low-target’’ if Mk;S þ X < gk ;

�
(3)

where X is a standard normal random variable.

C. Fitting procedures

In Secs. V D–V G, we fit the Descriptive and Note-

function-biased models to the data in the FCwR-3, Slow-3,

FCwR-4, and Slow-4 tasks. We derive maximum likelihood

estimates of all parameters. In addition, we use a Bayesian

fitting procedure to derive credible intervals around these

estimates. Specifically, we assume a jointly uniform prior

distribution with wide bounds on all model parameters.

Then, using Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation, we

extract a sample of vectors from the posterior joint density

characterizing the parameters. In the figures in this section,

line markers show maximum likelihood estimates of param-

eters, and error bars give the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of

posterior, marginal parameter densities.

D. The descriptive model

For listeners k with high values of Rk, we expect Mk;s to

depend strongly on the value of

sS ¼
1 if S is a high-target stimulus;
�1 if S is a low-target stimulus:

�
(4)

As Mednicoff et al. (2018) discovered in the Slow-3

task, many listeners also exhibit shared, systematic, S-

dependent response biases. In the Descriptive model, these

biases are captured by free parameters bS corresponding to

all 48 possible stimuli S (24 note-orders � 2 target notes).

The Note-function-biased model (described below) uses a

simplified rule to predict the bS values.

Both the Descriptive and Note-function-biased models

assume that

Mk;S ¼ fsðRkÞsS þ fbðRkÞbS; (5)

where the function fsðRÞ reflects the strength with which sS

influences the response of a listener with scale-sensitivity

R, and the function fbðRÞ reflects the strength with which

bS influences the response of a listener with scale-

sensitivity R.

In order to uniquely specify the descriptive model, we

impose several constraints on the parameters; these are

described in the Appendix.

E. The note-function-biased model

The Note-function-biased model describes a simple the-

ory of how the bS’s are computed. For a task with low and

high target notes T� and Tþ, let Notes ¼ f1; T�; Tþ; 8; 13g.
Under the Note-function-biased model, there exist functions

fnote : Notes! R and fpip : f1; 2; 3; 4g ! R such that

bS ¼
X4

t¼1

fnoteðSðtÞÞfpipðtÞ; (6)

where S(t) is the note occurring at pip t in the sequence

defining S.

The “Pitch-height-biased” model used by Mednicoff

et al. (2018) is a special case of the Note-function-biased

model in which

fnote ¼ fPHðnÞ ¼ n�MNotes for all n 2 Notes; (7)

where MNotes is the mean of the notes n 2 Notes.

In order to uniquely specify the Note-function-biased

model, we impose several constraints on the parameters;

these are described in the Appendix.

F. Modeling results

Instead of considering directly the parameters bS for all

sequences S, it is useful to focus instead on the equivalent,

alternative parameters
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lQ ¼
bSþ

Q
þ bS�

Q

2
and dQ ¼

bSþ
Q
� bS�

Q

2
; (8)

for all note-orders Q. For a given note-order Q, lQ reflects the

bias injected by the note-order Q regardless of target note, and

dQ reflects the difference in influence exerted by Tþ vs T� in

the context of Q. (Note that bSþ
Q
¼ lQ þ dQ, and

bS�
Q
¼ lQ � dQ.)

Across the four tasks, many of the lQ values estimated

from the descriptive model (plotted as black circles in Fig. 5)

deviate significantly from 0, confirming that note-order exerts

a strong influence on stimulus-specific biases regardless of the

target note. By contrast, very few of the dQ values estimated

from the descriptive model (black circles in Fig. 6) deviate

significantly from 0 suggesting that note order does not

strongly influence the relative influence exerted by Tþ vs T�.

In Figs. 5 and 6, the gray triangles plot the results from

the Note-function-biased model. As described in the

Appendix, fnote uses only 3 degrees of freedom and fpip uses

only 2 as a result of the model constraints. Thus the Note-

biased-function model uses only five degrees of freedom to

account for all of the 24 lQ’s and 24 dQ’s. As reflected by

the descriptive model fit, it captures the overall structure in

the data remarkably well. In particular, for each of the four

tasks, a likelihood ratio test (Hoel et al., 1971; Wilks, 1944)

fails to reject the nested Note-function-biased model in

favor of the fuller Descriptive model. Under the null hypoth-

esis, the test statistic X is chi-square distributed with 41

degrees of freedom. For the FCwR-3 task, X¼ 44.7,

p¼ 0.32; for the Slow-3 task, X¼ 26.7, p¼ 0.96; for the

FCwR-4 task, X¼ 47.4, p¼ 0.23; and for the Slow-4 task,

X¼ 54.8, p¼ 0.07.

Figure 7 plots the functions fs (black) and fb (gray). As

expected, fs increases with Rk. For all four tasks, the

Descriptive model estimates of fb are, on average, significantly

above 0 and roughly equal for listeners with scale-sensitivity

levels in sextiles 4, 5, and 6. Thus, the biases reflected by the

black circles in Fig. 5 operate with roughly equal strength

across all listeners with scale-sensitivity greater than�0:3.

The relative influence of the biases bS on the judgments

of our listeners varies strongly across the four tasks.

Consider a listener k with Rk in the sixth sextile. In the

FCwR-3 task, fsðRkÞ is around 6 times greater than fbðRkÞ;
this implies that the identity of the target note exerts roughly

6 times more influence on the response of this listener than

do the sequence-specific biases. At the other extreme, how-

ever, in the Slow-4 task, fsðRkÞ is only around twice as great

as fbðRkÞ. In the Slow-3 task, fsðRkÞ is around 4 times greater

than fbðRkÞ, and in the FCwR-4 task, fsðRkÞ is around 3.5

times greater than fbðRkÞ.
The left panel of Fig. 8 plots the temporal weighting

function fpip for all four tasks. As described in the Appendix,

fpip is constrained to sum to 0 and to have fpipð4Þ > 0; thus,

all four functions rise up similarly.

The differences between the 3- and 4-task variants are

concentrated in the note weights function fnote (right panel

FIG. 5. The note-order-specific biases lQ for the 24 note-orders Q in each of the four tasks. The note-order Q of a given stimulus S is represented along the

horizontal axis, running downward. Values estimated from the Descriptive model (Note-function-biased model) are plotted in black circles (gray triangles).

Markers show maximum likelihood estimates; error bars show 95% Bayesian credible intervals.
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FIG. 6. The note-order-specific differences in influence exerted by Tþ vs T� for the 24 note-orders Q in each of the four tasks. The note-order Q of a given

stimulus S is represented along the horizontal axis, running downward. Values estimated from the Descriptive model (Note-function-biased model) are plot-

ted in black circles (gray triangles). Markers show maximum likelihood estimates; error bars show 95% Bayesian credible intervals.

FIG. 7. The functions fs and fb in the four tasks. The values of Rk along the horizontal axis are the mean values of the six sextiles of Rk observed across the

98 listeners. fs is plotted in black; fb is plotted in gray. Solid (dashed) lines show the fits from the Descriptive (Note-function-biased) model. Error bars are

95% Bayesian credible intervals.
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of Fig. 8). In each of the FCwR-3 and Slow-3 tasks, fnote is

similar to fPH [Eq. (7)]. This is not true for the FCwR-4 and

Slow-4 tasks: fnote reaches its maximum at Tþ and descends

to its minimum at note 13. It should also be noted that

fnoteðT�Þ � fnoteðTþÞ in the FCwR-3 task. In the other three

tasks, however, fnoteðT�Þ < fnoteðTþÞ.

G. Discussion of note-order effects

The note-order effects first observed by Mednicoff

et al. (2018) were unanticipated and mysterious. The judg-

ment required in the Slow-3 task depends only on which of

the two target notes (pitch height values 4 or 5) occurs in the

stimulus; the order of the notes is irrelevant. Nonetheless,

the listeners’ judgments were strongly influenced by shared

biases that depend on the note-order of the stimulus.

Mednicoff et al. (2018) accounted for their results in terms

of the Pitch-height-biased model, which proposed that lis-

teners’ responses to a given stimulus S are influenced by a

bias bS according to Eq. (6), with fnote equal to the function

fPH [Eq. (7)] and fpip similar in form to the functions plotted

in Fig. 8.

The current experiment sought to broaden our under-

standing of these biases by probing two questions:

(1) How do the biases depend on the target notes used in a
given task?

(2) How do the biases depend on the temporal structure of
the stimuli of a given task?

1. Sequence-specific biases are influenced more
strongly by the target notes of a stimulus than by
temporal structure

The stimuli in the FCwR-task variants differ strongly in

temporal structure from the stimuli in the Slow-task var-

iants. Individual tones last 5 times as long in the Slow-task

variants than they do in the FCwR-task variants. In addition,

the 4-note sequence that determines a stimulus in the Slow-

task variants occurs only once, but is repeated 5 times in the

FCwR-task variants.

Nonetheless, as revealed by the Note-function-biased

model fits, the overall pattern of biases in the FCwR-3

(FCwR-4) task is similar to that in the Slow-3 (Slow-4) task.

The left plot of Fig. 8 demonstrates that the last pip seems to

play a more important role in the FCwR-task variants than

in the Slow-task variants. For both FCwR-3 and FCwR-4

tasks, fpip is fairly flat across pips 1, 2, and 3, and then jumps

up abruptly on pip 4. By contrast, fpip rises more gradually

for the Slow-3 and Slow-4 tasks.

Differences between the note-functions of the 3-task

variants and the note-functions of the 4-task variants are

strikingly clear in the right panel of Fig. 8. The 3-task note-

functions assign maximally positive values to note 13 (the

high tonic) whereas the 4-task note-functions assign maxi-

mally negative values. In conjunction with the fact that the

functions fpip are maximally positive at pip 4, the note-

functions for both 3-tasks imply that ending on note 13

biases listeners to respond high-target (major). In contrast,

in both 4-tasks, ending on note 13 biases listeners to respond

low-target (“fourth”).

In itself, this observation might be taken to suggest that

the 4-task note-functions are negatives of the corresponding

3-task note-functions. This would imply that the effects that

operate in the 3-tasks to bias listeners to respond major also

operate in the 4-tasks to bias listeners to respond fourth.

However, this does not appear to be true. Negating the note-

functions for the FCwR-4 and Slow-4 tasks in the right

panel of Fig. 8 does not convert them into the note functions

of their 3-task counterparts. Furthermore, 4-task note-func-

tions reach their maximal values at Tþ whereas both 3-task

note-functions assign Tþ a value near 0. These findings

imply that features of the stimuli other than the difference in

pitch between the target notes are critical in determining the

pattern of the sequence-specific biases in the task.

The difference in pitch between the target notes T� and

Tþ is the same in the FCwR-3, Slow-3, FCwR-4, and Slow-

4 tasks; however, the sequence-specific biases are dramati-

cally different between the two 3-task variants versus the

two 4-task variants. This implies that it is not the difference

in pitch between target notes that determines the biases.

Plausibly, the pattern of sequence-specific biases in a given

FIG. 8. The functions fpip (left panel) and fnote (right panel) for the four tasks. The gray lines in the right panel show the form of fnote predicted under the

Pitch-height-biased model (Mednicoff et al., 2018). Markers show maximum likelihood estimates; error bars are 95% Bayesian credible intervals.
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task is determined by the intervals formed between the two

target notes and the context-defining notes 1, 8, and 13.

Several features of the note-functions provide clues to the

nature of this effect.

First, ending on note 13 (the high tonic) exerts a power-

ful influence on the biases in both 3- and 4-task variants; by

contrast, ending on 1 (low tonic) exerts much less influence

in the 3-task variants and little or no influence in the 4-task

variants. Music theory suggests that the high and low tonic

should play similar roles in controlling the scale-defined

qualities of a tone sequence. The different roles of the high

and low tonic in influencing the sequence-specific biases in

both the 3- and 4-task variants thus suggest that the source

of these biases may lie outside the scope of standard music

theory. We discuss some possibilities in Sec. VI.

2. Sequence-specific biases may not be intrinsic to
the system that is recruited to classify tone-scrambles

If sequence-specific biases are intrinsic to tone-

scramble classification, then we might expect these biases to

operate with increasing strength in listeners with higher lev-

els of scale-sensitivity. However, in each of the four tasks,

the fbðRkÞ are flat across listeners k with Rk above the

median. In addition, in the Slow-3 and FCwR-4 tasks, fbðRkÞ
also appears to be greater than 0 for some listeners with Rk

near or below 0.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Previous research (e.g., Chubb et al. (2013)) has shown

that �70% of listeners perceive little or no difference

between major vs minor tone-scrambles. Moreover, a single

processing resource predominates in controlling perfor-

mance in a range of tone-scramble tasks that use target notes

unrelated to the difference between the major vs minor

scales (Dean and Chubb, 2017). This suggests that the

resource recruited in these tasks confers general sensitivity

to the qualities that music can achieve by establishing a

tonic and selecting a scale, i.e., a distribution of intervals

relative to the tonic used in the music. This led Dean and

Chubb (2017) to call this resource scale-sensitivity.

Plausibly, the sensitivity of a listener to scale variations in

actual music is also controlled (at least in part) by his-or-her

level of scale-sensitivity.

The current study shows that the temporal structure of a

task’s stimuli exerts substantial influence on the ease with

which listeners can extract scale-defined qualities from

proto-musical stimuli. For example, for n¼ 3, 4, scale-

sensitivity facilitates performance with roughly twice the

strength in the FRwR-n task vs the Slow-n task.

Across the four stimulus temporal-structures tested (the

FR-, FRwR-, FCwR-, and Slow-task variants) the facilita-

tion strengths vary intuitively. For n¼ 3, 4, scale-sensitivity

was found to facilitate performance in the FRwR-n task

most strongly, less strongly and approximately equally in

the FR-n and FCwR-n tasks, and most weakly in the Slow-n
task.

Stimuli in the FRwR-n task include five bursts of four

notes, with each burst containing a randomly-ordered

sequence of the low tonic, target note, dominant, and high

tonic (notes 1, T, 8, and 13, respectively). Stimuli in the FR-

n task also contain five sets of these notes; however, they

are presented in random order as a single, unbroken stream.

Thus, the stimuli in the FRwR-n task work in two ways to

structure the note sequence to enhance performance: (1)

they break up the stream into separate bursts, and (2) they

homogenize the stream by forcing each burst to contain one

each of the four notes defining the stimulus. Either or both

of these features may underlie the difference between

FFRwR�n vs FFR�n evident in Fig. 1.

Stimuli in the FCwR-n task have the same temporal

structure as those in the FRwR-n task; however, each of the

five bursts contains the same sequence of four notes (one

each of notes 1, T, 8, and 13). As shown in Sec. V, perfor-

mance in the FCwR-n is undermined by sequence-specific

biases. Plausibly, these biases tend to cancel out in the

FRwR-n stimuli to yield the difference between FFRwR�n vs

FFCwR�n evident in Fig. 1.

The difference between FFCwR�n vs FSlow�n is more

interesting. Stimuli in the Slow-n task contain the same

information as those in the FCwR-n task: in each case, the

stimulus is defined by a 4-note sequence. Moreover, the total

duration of the stimuli from both tasks is roughly equal.

Nonetheless, FFCwR�n is substantially greater than FSlow�n.

This shows clearly that speeding up and repeating a sequence

can increase the legibility of its scale-defined qualities.

Increasing the frequency of occurrence of tones in a musical

sequence is known to establish a stronger perception of tonal

hierarchy (Knopoff and Hutchinson, 1983; Krumhansl, 1990;

Krumhansl and Kessler, 1982; Youngblood, 1958; Rosenthal

and Hannon, 2016). However, increasing tone duration

should enhance the perception of tonal hierarchy by an even

greater magnitude (Lantz and Cuddy, 1998; Smith and

Schmuckler, 2004). For example, Lantz and Cuddy (1998)

found that when the total duration of tone sequences are held

constant, the sequences that contain fewer tones of longer

duration correspond to higher ratings of tonal stability. Our

results and those of Mednicoff et al. (2018) regarding dura-

tion are at odds with these findings. The results of the current

study may be explained by the repetition in the stimuli.

Playing the same sequence of tones several times in a loop

enhances the musicality of a tone sequence (Margulis and

Simchy-Gross, 2016). Thus, perhaps the scale-defined quali-

ties in our stimuli became clearer as a result of the increased

musicality and the reorganization of the tones into a

regularly-occurring rhythmic structure.

We might expect that using repetition in the Slow con-

ditions (i.e., 5 repetitions of the same 4 tones) would

improve performance in the Slow task; however, we are

skeptical of this prediction. Based on anecdotal observations

of our tasks, we predict that combining the slow speed of

the tones with an overall longer stimulus length (resulting

from the repetitions) would lead listeners to quickly become

bored of the task and consequently not attend to the full
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stimulus length. Further, as demonstrated in Sec. V, listeners

are susceptible to sequence-specific biases for stimuli that

are defined by a 4-note sequence.

The sequence-specific biases analyzed in Sec. V remain

mysterious. This analysis reveals a striking difference in the

pattern of biases in the 3-task variants vs the 4-task variants.

Notably, ending on note 13 (the high tonic) biases listeners

to respond high-target (major) in the FCwR-3 and Slow-3

tasks; by contrast, ending on the same note biases listeners to

respond low-target (fourth) in the FCwR-4 and Slow-4 tasks.

Mednicoff et al. (2018) suggest that the bias in the 3-task

may be explained by theories about the relationship between

music and speech (Patel, 2005; Patel et al., 2006).

Specifically, intonation of speech that is spoken happily

tends to end on a higher pitch (Juslin and Laukka, 2003;

Swaminathan and Schellenberg, 2015; Curtis and Bharucha,

2010). Shared emotional expressiveness between music and

speech would therefore suggest that a tone sequence that

ends on a high note might be perceived as happier (major).

Although the happy-vs-sad distinction applies most naturally

to major-vs-minor stimuli, we speculate that consonant-vs-

dissonant stimuli might also differ along this spectrum.

Listeners prefer consonance in music (Trainor et al., 2002),

which is associated with harmoniousness and stability based

on pitch intervals (Meyer, 2008). On the other hand, the tri-

tone interval (which is present in the high-target 4-task stim-

uli) is highly dissonant and associated with unpleasantness

(Meyer, 2008; Plomp and Levelt, 1965), which listeners may

relate to sadness more easily than the consonant fourth inter-

val. Thus, if a tone sequence that ends on a high note is per-

ceived as happier, then perhaps listeners are biased to

associate it with the more pleasant interval (fourth). Further

research is needed to explore these ideas in depth.
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APPENDIX

This appendix describes the constraints imposed on the

parameters of the Descriptive model and Note-function-

biased model from Sec. V in order to uniquely specify each

model.

The stimulus-specific biases bS from the Descriptive

model are constrained as follows:

X
S

bS ¼ 0 and
1

48

X
S

b2
S ¼ 1; (A1)

where each sum is over all 48 stimuli S. The first constraint

prevents bS values from trading off with the threshold values

gk. The second constraint prevents bS values from trading

off with fb, and also enables comparison of their magnitudes

to those of the sS values (which also satisfy ð1=48ÞP
Ss

2
S ¼ 1).

Following Mednicoff et al. (2018), we forced the func-

tions fsðRÞ and fbðRÞ from the Descriptive model to assign a

fixed value to all Rk in a given sextile of the distribution of

scale-sensitivities observed across all listeners k in the study.

The parameters of the Descriptive model are the 48 bS

values, the six values each of fs and fb, and the 98 gk values.

Therefore, taking into account the two degrees of freedom

sacrificed by imposing the constraints of Eq. (A1) on the bS

values, the model absorbs 48þ 12þ 98� 2 ¼ 156 degrees

of freedom.

The reader will note that the Note-function-biased

model is under-constrained. For example, for any choice of

the functions fnote and fpip in the model, and any non-zero

scalar a, if we replace fnote and fpip with f̂ note ¼ afnote and

f̂ pip ¼ fpip=a, the new model will yield exactly the same pre-

dictions. To uniquely determine model parameters, we must

specify the relative signs and amplitudes of fb; fnote, and fpip.

We impose particular constraints to facilitate comparison of

results from the FCwR-3, Slow3, FCwR-4, and Slow-4 tasks

and also from Mednicoff et al. (2018).

To make the results from the Note-function-biased model

comparable to those of the Pitch-height-biased model of

Mednicoff et al. (2018), we constrain fnote to sum to 0 and also

to have the same sum of squares as fPH [Eq. (7)]. To ensure

that the bS values that result from Eq. (6) will satisfy Eq. (A1),

fpip is constrained to sum to 0, and scaled to make bS’s satisfy

the right side of Eq. (A1). In addition, fpipð4Þ is constrained to

be positive (which makes the fpip’s from all four tasks similar

in form). Finally, the sum of fb taken across sextiles 3, 4, 5 of

the R distribution is constrained to be positive (which makes

the fb’s from all four tasks similar in form).

Thus, the total number of degrees of freedom absorbed

by the Note-function-biased model is 115: fpip uses 2

degrees of freedom; fnote uses 3; the gk’s use 98; and each of

fs and fb uses 6.
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